What is your date of birth?

MONTH:

Entry Mask: __
Valid Values: 1-12

13.2 BRTHDY NUMBER

DAY:

Entry Mask: __
Valid Values: 1-31

13.3 BRTHYR NUMBER

YEAR:

Entry Mask: ___
Valid Values: 1900-1983

13.4 SAQINTRO YESNO

Now we would like you to complete a brief questionnaire on your own. There are two sections to this self-administered questionnaire.

-IF ^BALLOT^(1/3)
In the first part, we would like to ask you about your family and friends. For example, about how often you see or visit them, and when you turn to them for help or advice.

-ELSE
In the first part, we would like to ask you about gender issues and family roles. For example, whether you think that women should work outside the home or not and how satisfied you are with your family life.
-END
Remember that all of your answers are completely confidential. They will not be associated with your name in any way, and will be published in summary form only. If there is a question that you don't want to answer, just hit the [F7] key. When you’ve answered the last question, you'll see a screen that says "Questionnaire Complete" and you can turn the computer back to me.

INTERVIEWER: DOES THE RESPONDENT AGREE TO DO THE SAQ?

1 YES
13.5 SAQTEST1 FIXED

Most of the questions you answer will require you to select an answer from a list of answers. Use the arrow keys in the lower right-hand corner of the keyboard to highlight the answer you want to select, and press the [Enter] key.

This is a practice question for you to get used to using the computer.

What is your favorite season?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Winter
2 Spring
3 Summer
4 Fall

IF SAQTEST1 = 0 AND SAQTEST1 = 0, GO BACK TO SAQTEST1 : "PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU SELECT A RESPONSE BEFORE YOU PRESS ENTER;"

13.6 SAQTEST2 FIXED

On some screens you may need to use the up and down arrow keys as well as the left and right arrow keys to select the correct response.

Here is an example of such a question:

In what state would you find the city called "The Big Apple"?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 California
2 Illinois
3 Michigan
4 New Jersey
5 New York
6 Washington

13.7 VAR64 AUTO
13.8 SIBNUM  NUMBER

In the first part of this questionnaire, we would like to ask you about your family and friends. For example, about how often you see or visit them, and when you turn to them for help or advice.

We would like to begin with your brothers and sisters. How many adult brothers and/or sisters - we mean brothers or sisters who are age 18 and older - do you have? (We mean brothers and sisters who are still alive. Please include step-brothers and -sisters, half-brothers and -sisters and adopted brothers and sisters)

[TYPE NUMBER AND PRESS ENTER]

adult brother(s) and sister(s)

If have no ADULT brothers or sisters, enter '0'.

Entry Mask: _
Valid Values: 0-20

IF SIBNUM = 0, GO TO KIDNUM

13.9 SIBMOST  FIXED

Of your adult brothers and sisters, with whom do you have the most contact?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 With a brother
2 With a sister
3 I have no contact with any adult brother or sister

IF SIBMOST = 0 AND SIBMOST = 0, GO BACK TO SIBMOST : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF SIBMOST = 0,3, GO TO KIDNUM

13.10 SIBVISIT  FIXED
How often do you see or visit this brother or sister?

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  He/she lives in the same household as I do
2  Daily
3  At least several times a week
4  At least once a week
5  At least once a month
6  Several times a year
7  Less often

IF SIBVISIT = 0 AND SIBVISIT = 0, GO BACK TO SIBVISIT: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF SIBVISIT = 0,1, GO TO KIDNUM

13.11  SIBCALL  FIXED

And how often do you have any other contact with this brother or sister besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  Daily
2  At least several times a week
3  At least once a week
4  At least once a month
5  Several times a year
6  Less often

IF SIBCALL = 0 AND SIBCALL = 0, GO BACK TO SIBCALL: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.12  KIDNUM  NUMBER

Now some questions about your children who are aged 18 and older. How many children age 18 and older do you have? (We mean children who are still alive. Please include step-children and adopted children).

(TYPE NUMBER AND PRESS ENTER)

children aged 18 and older

If you have no children age 18 and older enter '0'.

Entry Mask: ___
Valid Values: 0-20

IF KIDNUM = 0, GO TO PAVISIT1

13.13  KIDMOST  FIXED

Of your children aged 18 and older, with whom do you have the most contact?

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  With a son
2  With a daughter
3  I have no contact with any of my adult children

IF KIDMOST = 0 AND KIDMOST = 0, GO BACK TO KIDMOST : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF KIDMOST = 0,3, GO TO PAVISIT1

13.14  KIDVISIT  FIXED

-IF^KIDMOST^(1)
  How often do you see this son?
-ELSE
  How often do you see this daughter?
-END

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  He/she lives in the same household as I do
2  Daily
3  At least several times a week
4  At least once a week
5  At least once a month
6  Several times a year
7  Less often

IF KIDVISIT = 0 AND KIDVISIT = 0, GO BACK TO KIDVISIT : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF KIDVISIT = 0,1, GO TO PAVISIT1
13.15 KIDCALL FIXED

~IF ^KIDMOST^1
And how often do you have any other contact with this son besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?
~ELSE
And how often do you have any other contact with this daughter besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?
~END

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Daily
2 At least several times a week
3 At least once a week
4 At least once a month
5 Several times a year
6 Less often

IF KIDCALL = 0 AND KIDCALL = 0, GO BACK TO KIDCALL: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.16 PAVISIT1 FIXED

And now some questions about your father. How often do you see or visit your father?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 He lives in the same household as I do
2 Daily
3 At least several times a week
4 At least once a week
5 At least once a month
6 Several times a year
7 Less often
8 Never
9 My father is no longer alive
10 I don't know where my father lives

IF PAVISIT1 = 0 AND PAVISIT1 = 0, GO BACK TO PAVISIT1: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF PAVISIT1 = 0,1,9,10, GO TO MAVISIT1

13.17 PACALL1 FIXED
And how often do you have any other contact with your father besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Daily
2 At least several times a week
3 At least once a week
4 At least once a month
5 Several times a year
6 Less often
7 Never

IF PACALL1 = 0 AND PACALL1 = 0, GO BACK TO PACALL1: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.18 MAVISIT1 FIXED

And what about your mother? How often do you see or visit her?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 She lives in the same household as I do
2 Daily
3 At least several times a week
4 At least once a week
5 At least once a month
6 Several times a year
7 Less often
8 Never
9 My mother is no longer alive
10 I don't know where my mother lives

IF MAVISIT1 = 0 AND MAVISIT1 = 0, GO BACK TO MAVISIT1: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF MAVISIT1 = 0,1,9,10, GO TO UNCAUNTS

13.19 MACALL1 FIXED

How often do you have any other contact with your mother besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?
0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Daily
2 At least several times a week
3 At least once a week
4 At least once a month
5 Several times a year
6 Less often
7 Never

IF MACALL1 = 0 AND MACALL1 = 0, GO BACK TO MACALL1 : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.20 MATIME1 FIXED

About how long would it take to get to where your mother lives? Think of the time it usually takes door to door.

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Less than 2 minutes
2 Less than 15 minutes
3 Between 15 and 30 minutes
4 Between 30 minutes and 1 hour
5 Between 1 and 2 hours
6 Between 2 and 3 hours
7 Between 3 and 5 hours
8 Between 5 and 12 hours
9 Over 12 hours

IF MATIME1 = 0 AND MATIME1 = 0, GO BACK TO MATIME1 : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.21 UNCAUNTS FIXED

Now some questions about your contact with other relatives. Please indicate how often you have been in contact with any of the following types of relatives in the last four weeks.

Uncles or aunts

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 More than twice in last 4 weeks
2 Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3 Not at all in last 4 weeks
4 I have no living relative of this type

IF UNCAUNTS = 0 AND UNCAUNTS = 0, GO BACK TO UNCAUNTS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"
13.22 COUSINS  FIXED

Please indicate how often you have been in contact with the following type of relatives in the last four weeks.

Cousins

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  More than twice in last 4 weeks
2  Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3  Not at all in last 4 weeks
4  I have no living relative of this type

IF COUSINS = 0 AND COUSINS = 0, GO BACK TO COUSINS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.23 PARSLAW  FIXED

Please indicate how often you have been in contact with the following type of relatives in the last four weeks.

Parents-in-law

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  More than twice in last 4 weeks
2  Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3  Not at all in last 4 weeks
4  I have no living relative of this type

IF PARSLAW = 0 AND PARSLAW = 0, GO BACK TO PARSLAW : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.24 SIBINLAW  FIXED

Please indicate how often you have been in contact with the following type of relatives in the last four weeks.

Brothers- or sisters-in-law
0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  More than twice in last 4 weeks
2  Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3  Not at all in last 4 weeks
4  I have no living relative of this type

IF SIBINLAW = 0 AND SIBINLAW = 0, GO BACK TO SIBINLAW : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.25  NIECENE

Please indicate how often you have been in contact with the following type of relatives in the last four weeks.

Nieces and nephews

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  More than twice in last 4 weeks
2  Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3  Not at all in last 4 weeks
4  I have no living relative of this type

IF NIECENE = 0 AND NIECENE = 0, GO BACK TO NIECENE : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.26  GODPARTS

Please indicate how often you have been in contact with the following type of relatives in the last four weeks.

God-parents

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  More than twice in last 4 weeks
2  Once or twice in last 4 weeks
3  Not at all in last 4 weeks
4  I have no living relative of this type

IF GODPARTS = 0 AND GODPARTS = 0, GO BACK TO GODPARTS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF WRKSTAT <= 1/3, GO TO NEIFRD
Now we would like to ask you about people you know, other than your family and relatives. The first question is about people at your work place.

Thinking about people at your work place, how many of them are close friends of yours?

[TYPE NUMBER AND PRESS ENTER]

Number of close friends at work place

If you have no close friends at your workplace, enter '0'.

Entry Mask: __
Valid Values: 0-99

13.28 NEIFRD NUMBER

Thinking now of people who live near you - in your neighborhood or district: How many of these people are close friends of yours?

[TYPE NUMBER AND PRESS ENTER]

Number of close friends who live near you

If you have no close friends who live near you, enter '0'.

Entry Mask: __
Valid Values: 0-99

13.29 OTHFRD NUMBER

How many other close friends do you have - apart from those at work, in your neighbourhood, or family members? Think, for instance, of friends at clubs, church, or the like.

[TYPE NUMBER AND PRESS ENTER]

Number of other close friends

If you have no other close friends, enter '0'.

Entry Mask: __
Valid Values: 0-99

13.30 BESTFRD FIXED
Now think about your best friend, the friend you feel closest to (but not your partner). Is this best friend ...

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 a male relative
2 a female relative
3 a man who is not a relative
4 a woman who is not a relative?
5 I don't have a close friend

IF BESTFRD = 0 AND BESTFRD = 0, GO BACK TO BESTFRD : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF BESTFRD = 0,5, GO TO GRPPOL

13.31 BSTVISIT FIXED

How often do you see or visit your friend (the friend you feel closest to)?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 He/she lives in the same household as I do
2 Daily
3 At least several times a week
4 At least once a week
5 At least once a month
6 Several times a year
7 Less often
8 Never

IF BSTVISIT = 0 AND BSTVISIT = 0, GO BACK TO BSTVISIT : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

IF BSTVISIT = 0,1, GO TO GRPPOL

13.32 BSTCALL FIXED

And how often do you have any other contact with this friend besides visiting, either by telephone, letter, fax or e-mail?
0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Daily
2 At least several times a week
3 At least once a week
4 At least once a month
5 Several times a year
6 Less often
7 Never

IF BSTCALL = 0 AND BSTCALL = 0, GO BACK TO BSTCALL: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.33 GRPPOL FIXED

People sometimes belong to different kinds of groups or associations. The next few questions contain different types of groups. For each type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months.

A political party, club or association

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 I have participated more than twice
2 I have participated once or twice
3 I belong to such a group but never participate
4 I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPPOL = 0 AND GRPPOL = 0, GO BACK TO GRPPOL: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.34 GRPUNION FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

A trade union or professional association

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 I have participated more than twice
2 I have participated once or twice
3 I belong to such a group but never participate
4 I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPUNION = 0 AND GRPUNION = 0, GO BACK TO GRPUNION: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"
13.35  GRPCHURH  FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

A church or other religious organization

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  I have participated more than twice
2  I have participated once or twice
3  I belong to such a group but never participate
4  I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPCHURH = 0 AND GRPCHURH = 0, GO BACK TO GRPCHURH : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.36  GRPSPORT  FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

A sports group, hobby or leisure club

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  I have participated more than twice
2  I have participated once or twice
3  I belong to such a group but never participate
4  I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPSPORT = 0 AND GRPSPORT = 0, GO BACK TO GRPSPORT : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.37  GRPCHRTY  FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

A charitable organisation or group

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  I have participated more than twice
2  I have participated once or twice
3 I belong to such a group but never participate
4 I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPCHRITY = 0 AND GRPCHRITY = 0, GO BACK TO GRPCHRITY: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.38 GRPNEI FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

A neighborhood association or group

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 I have participated more than twice
2 I have participated once or twice
3 I belong to such a group but never participate
4 I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPNEI = 0 AND GRPNEI = 0, GO BACK TO GRPNEI: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.39 GRPOTH FIXED

For this type of group, please select a response to say whether you have participated in the activities of this group in the past 12 months:

Other associations or groups

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 I have participated more than twice
2 I have participated once or twice
3 I belong to such a group but never participate
4 I do not belong to such a group

IF GRPOTH = 0 AND GRPOTH = 0, GO BACK TO GRPOTH: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.40 VAR65 FIXED

Now we would like to ask you how you would get help in situations that anyone could find herself or himself in. First, suppose you had the 'flu
and had to stay in bed for a few days and needed help around the house, with shopping and so on.

Who would you turn to first for help?^Y1

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 husband, wife, partner
2 mother
3 father
4 daughter
5 daughter-in-law
6 son
7 son-in-law
8 sister
9 brother
10 other blood relative
11 other in-law relative
12 close friend
13 neighbor
14 someone you work with
15 someone at a social services agency
16 someone you pay to help
17 someone else
18 no one

IF VAR65 = 0 AND VAR65 = 0, GO BACK TO VAR65 : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.41 SICK2A FIXED

And who would you turn to second if you had the flu and needed help around the house?^Y1

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 husband, wife, partner
2 mother
3 father
4 daughter
5 daughter-in-law
6 son
7 son-in-law
8 sister
9 brother
10 other blood relative
11 other in-law relative
12 close friend
13 neighbor
14 someone you work with
15 someone at a social services agency
16 someone you pay to help
17 other
18 no one
13.42 BORROW1A FIXED

Now, suppose you needed to borrow a large sum of money. Who would you turn to first for help? ^Y1

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  husband, wife, partner
2  mother
3  father
4  daughter
5  daughter-in-law
6  son
7  son-in-law
8  sister
9  brother
10 other blood relative
11 other in-law relative
12 close friend
13 neighbor
14 someone you work with
15 someone at a social services agency
16 someone you pay to help
17 other
18 no one

13.43 BORROW2A FIXED

And who would you turn to second if you needed to borrow a large sum of money? ^Y1

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  husband, wife, partner
2  mother
3  father
4  daughter
5  daughter-in-law
6  son
7  son-in-law
8  sister
9  brother
10 other blood relative
11 other in-law relative
12 close friend
13 neighbor
14 someone you work with
15 someone at a social services agency
16 someone you pay to help
17 other
18 no one

IF BORROW2A = 0 AND BORROW2A = 0, GO BACK TO BORROW2A : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.44 DOWN1A FIXED

Now suppose you felt just a bit down or depressed, and you wanted to talk about it. Who would you turn to first for help? ^Y1

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 husband, wife, partner
2 mother
3 father
4 daughter
5 daughter-in-law
6 son
7 son-in-law
8 sister
9 brother
10 other blood relative
11 other in-law relative
12 close friend
13 neighbor
14 someone you work with
15 someone at a social services agency
16 someone you pay to help
17 other
18 no one

IF DOWN1A = 0 AND DOWN1A = 0, GO BACK TO DOWN1A : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.45 DOWN2A FIXED

And who would you turn to second if you felt a bit down or depressed and wanted to talk about it? ^Y1

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 husband, wife, partner
2 mother
During the past 12 months, how often have you done any of the following things for people you know personally, such as relatives, friends, neighbors or other acquaintances?

Helped someone outside of your household with housework or shopping

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 More than once a week
2 Once a week
3 Once a month
4 At least two or three times in the past year
5 Once in the past year
6 Not at all in the past year

During the past 12 months, how often have you done any of the following for people you know personally, such as relatives, friends, neighbors or other acquaintances:

Lent quite a bit of money to another person
0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 More than once a week
2 Once a week
3 Once a month
4 At least two or three times in the past year
5 Once in the past year
6 Not at all in the past year

IF LENTTO = 0 AND LENTTO = 0, GO BACK TO LENTTO : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.48 TALKEDTO FIXED

During the past 12 months, how often have you done any of the following for people you know personally, such as relatives, friends, neighbors or other acquaintances:

Spent time talking with someone who was a bit down or depressed

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 More than once a week
2 Once a week
3 Once a month
4 At least two or three times in the past year
5 Once in the past year
6 Not at all in the past year

IF TALKEDTO = 0 AND TALKEDTO = 0, GO BACK TO TALKEDTO : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.49 HELPJOB FIXED

During the past 12 months, how often have you done any of the following for people you know personally, such as relatives, friends, neighbors or other acquaintances:

Helped somebody to find a job

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 More than once a week
2 Once a week
3 Once a month
4 At least two or three times in the past year
5 Once in the past year
6 Not at all in the past year

IF HELPJOB = 0 AND HELPJOB = 0, GO BACK TO HELPJOB : "PLEASE SELECT A
13.50 LEARNJOB FIXED

There are many ways people heard about jobs - from other people, from advertisements or employment agencies, and so on. Please indicate how you first found out about work at your present employer. IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENTLY WORKING FOR PAY, PLEASE ANSWER THIS QUESTION FOR YOUR LAST JOB.

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 I have never worked for pay
2 From parents, brothers or sisters
3 From other relatives
4 From a close friend
5 From an acquaintance
6 From a public employment agency or service
7 From a private employment agency
8 From a school or university placement office
9 From an advertisement or a sign
10 The employer contacted me about a job
11 I just called them or went there to ask for work

IF LEARNJOB = 0 AND LEARNJOB = 0, GO BACK TO LEARNJOB: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.51 FRDINTEL FIXED

People look for various things in a close friend and can differ on how important or not some things are for them. Please select a response to say how important or not it is for close friends of yours to be each of the following:

Someone who is intelligent and makes me think

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Extremely important
2 Very important
3 Fairly important
4 Not too important
5 Not at all important

IF FRDINTEL = 0 AND FRDINTEL = 0, GO BACK TO FRDINTEL: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"
13.52 FRDHELPs FIXED

Please select a response to say how important or not it is for close friends of yours to be:

Someone who helps me get things done

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Extremely important
2 Very important
3 Fairly important
4 Not too important
5 Not at all important

IF FRDHELPs = 0 AND FRDHELPs = 0, GO BACK TO FRDHELPs : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.53 FRDKNOWS FIXED

Please select a response to say how important or not it is for close friends of yours to be:

Someone who really understands me

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Extremely important
2 Very important
3 Fairly important
4 Not too important
5 Not at all important

IF FRDKNOWS = 0 AND FRDKNOWS = 0, GO BACK TO FRDKNOWS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.54 FRDENJOY FIXED

Please select a response to say how important or not it is for close friends of yours to be:

Someone who is enjoyable company

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Extremely important
2 Very important
3 Fairly important
4 Not too important
5 Not at all important

IF FRDENJOY = 0 AND FRDENJOY = 0, GO BACK TO FRDENJOY: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.55 KIDPARS FIXED

Please select a response to indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.

Adult children have a duty to look after their elderly parents

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
8 Can't choose

IF KIDPARS = 0 AND KIDPARS = 0, GO BACK TO KIDPARS: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.56 FIRSTYOU FIXED

Please select a response to indicate how much you agree or disagree that:

You should take care of yourself and your family first, before helping other people

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
8 Can't choose

IF FIRSTYOU = 0 AND FIRSTYOU = 0, GO BACK TO FIRSTYOU: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"
13.57 helfen

Please select a response to indicate how much you agree or disagree that:

People who are better off should help friends who are less well off

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  Agree strongly
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Disagree strongly
8  Can't choose

IF helfen = 0 AND helfen = 0, GO BACK TO helfen : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.58 nutzen

Please select a response to indicate how much you agree or disagree that:

It is all right to develop friendships with people just because you know they can be of use to you

0  ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1  Agree strongly
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Disagree strongly
8  Can't choose

IF nutzen = 0 AND nutzen = 0, GO BACK TO nutzen : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.59 helfen

On the whole, do you think it should or should not be the government's responsibility to ...

provide childcare for everyone who wants it?
0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Definitely should be
2 Probably should be
3 Probably should not be
4 Definitely should not be
8 Can't choose

IF AIDKIDS = 0 AND AIDKIDS = 0, GO BACK TO AIDKIDS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.60 AIDOLD FIXED

On the whole, do you think it should or should not be the government's responsibility to ...
provide a decent standard of living for the old?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Definitely should be
2 Probably should be
3 Probably should not be
4 Definitely should not be
8 Can't choose

IF AIDOLD = 0 AND AIDOLD = 0, GO BACK TO AIDOLD : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.61 HAPUNHAP FIXED

If you were to consider your life in general these days, how happy or unhappy would you say you are, on the whole?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Very happy
2 Fairly happy
3 Not very happy
4 Not at all happy
8 Can't choose

IF HAPUNHAP = 0 AND HAPUNHAP = 0, GO BACK TO HAPUNHAP : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"
Do you feel that your family, relatives and/or friends make too many demands on you?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 No, never
2 Yes, but seldom
3 Yes, sometimes
4 Yes, often
5 Yes, very often

IF DEMANDS = 0 AND DEMANDS = 0, GO BACK TO DEMANDS : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

There are only a few people I can trust completely

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
8 Can't choose

IF TRUSTPEO = 0 AND TRUSTPEO = 0, GO BACK TO TRUSTPEO : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

To what extent do you agree or disagree that...

Most of the time you can be sure that other people want the best for you

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
8 Can't choose

IF WANTBEST = 0 AND WANTBEST = 0, GO BACK TO WANTBEST: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.65 ADVANTGE FIXED

To what extent do you agree or disagree that...

If you are not careful, other people will take advantage of you

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Agree strongly
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly
8 Can't choose

IF ADVANTGE = 0 AND ADVANTGE = 0, GO BACK TO ADVANTGE: "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.66 COMYEAR FIXED

How long have you lived in the city, town or local community where you live now?

0 Since birth
1 Since the year
2 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]

IF COMYEAR = 2, GO BACK TO COMYEAR: "PLEASE ENTER RESPONSE"

13.67 COMYEAR2 NUMBER

Entry Mask: ___
Valid Values: 0-9999

IF COMYEAR = 1 AND COMYEAR2 <> 1900/2001, GO BACK TO COMYEAR2 : "Please enter 4-digit year"

13.68 LOCALGVT FIXED

Suppose you wanted the local government to bring about some improvement in your local community. How likely is it that you would be able to do something about it?

0 ARROW TO ANSWER AND PRESS [ENTER]
1 Very likely
2 Somewhat likely
3 Not very likely
4 Not at all likely
8 Don't know

IF LOCALGVT = 0 AND LOCALGVT = 0, GO BACK TO LOCALGVT : "PLEASE SELECT A RESPONSE"

13.69 VAR66 EXCLUDED

13.70 VAR67 EXCLUDED

IF BALLOT = 1/3, GO TO PARTNERS